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With your wife who washed the dishes
in the kitchen and didn’t understand
with your daughter who tried on
her new dress and smiled
with the radio that droned
strange things for the world
and the breathing of your dog who slept.
With your saints always ready to bless
your efforts for bread
with your blond child
to whom you gave a gun for Christmas
that seems real,
with the bed in which your wife
has never known how to give you
and the glasses that you’ll soon have to change.

with the idiot in the garden
to isolate your best roses
with your mountain cold
and no sweating
and nothing more to leave you ashamed.
How is it that you no longer manage to fly.
(1)

“Francescanesimo”: Francis of Assisi behaviour	
  

How is it that you no longer manage to fly.
With your windows open on the street
and your eyes closed on the people,
with your calmness, lucidity,
permanent satisfaction,
your spare tail
your rented clouds
your guardian swallows above the roof.
With your “francescanesimo”(1) in instalments
and your sweet consistence
with your purged oxygen
and your waves regulated in a room
with permission to transmit
and no speaking
and every day another day to count.
How is it that you no longer manage to fly.
With your slow enthusiasms
specified by seasonal memories
and a sleeping beauty
who wakes up to everything you give her
with your hobby of collecting
complicated words
your last song for the summer.
With your paper hands
for wrapping round other normal hands
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